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Cover art

Octopus

Kirk Sullens

   Cooling in front of 
this smiling crew is a 
90-pound wrought iron 
anvil forged in a 13th 
Century manner for 
the smithy shoppe of a 
King County Medieval 
Village.  Terry Carson, 
left, researched, de-
signed and directed the 
forging with help from  
(from left) Kevin An-
derson, Billy Ottaviani,
Jim Hatmaker, Dean 
Mook and Tri Ficker.  
More photos, story 
begins on page 26.



Northwest Blacksmith Association
Officers and Directors

“The NWBA logo, with the hammer poised above the anvil and the accompanying NWBA acronym, is a Service Mark of the Northwest 
Blacksmith Association, and is reserved solely for the use of the NWBA, except that anyone may use it to advertise or promote the 
events, publications, or mission of the NWBA, which is Education in Blacksmithing and Related Metalcrafts.”

   The Hot Iron News is the official publication of the 
Northwest Blacksmith Association.  Submission of articles, 
photos and other relevant materials is encouraged.  
All materials contained herein are copyrighted.  Other 
ABANA affiliates, blacksmith associations and non-profit 
educational metals-oriented groups have permission to 
reprint materials in the Hot Iron News as long as credit is 
given to the authors, the magazine and the NWBA.  The 
Northwest Blacksmith Association and this publication 
point out that blacksmithing is inherently a dangerous 
activity.  At NWBA Conferences you are responsible for 
yourself and your visitor for using eye, ear, respiratory and 
other protection as required, and using safe work methods.  
The NWBA, its officers, demonstrators, writers, editor and 
members specifically disclaim responsibility or liability 
for any damages, injuries, or destruction of property as a 
result of the use of any information published in the Hot 
Iron News or demonstrated at conferences or meetings.  
By requesting or renewing membership you are stating 
that you agree with this release.

Committees
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Update With 
  The President. . . .
 

   Well, here we are again, coming up 
on Summer activities, fishing, boating, 
hammering and I am in great anticipation 
of what the Fall conference in Stevenson 
will bring.  Hope you all are spending time 
at the forge this summer.
   At the spring conference we experienced 
great demonstrations by Kirk Sullens, and 
David Thompson.  They surely did a great 
job.  The fly press classes with Gene and 
Gary Chapman were a hit.  The Hands on 
sessions and seminars were well attended 
and well organized by Tim Middaugh.       
There was also a demonstration of making 
sword steel, the hard way, by David Lisch 
and Tom Ferry.  The seminars put on by 
Patrick Maher and John Emmerling had 
record attendance and everyone came 
away with great information that improved 
drawing skills and finish techniques.  
Thank you all for the effort, everyone at the 
conference really appreciates the work our 
volunteers do.
   We finished the spring conference 
with a flourish and a profit, over $500, 
and in addition, the auction generated 
$6800.  You can see the actual numbers 
in Darryl’s report.   Without the work of 
our wonderful volunteers, this conference 
could not happen.  Thanks to all of you for 
your efforts and time.
   At this conference the new website was 
launched.  Grant Sarver volunteered 
to take the task on and had hands on 
demonstrations to show the site and all 
its features.  Thank you, Grant, for doing 
the “build” and continuing to make 
the website an interregnal part of the 
NWBA.  We look forward to seeing new 
augmentations.  One part of the site that 
has been added recently is the Hot Iron 

News archive section.  Take a look if you 
get a chance to see old issues going back 
to 1970’s.  Jeff Wilson was kind enough to 
digitize all of the copies he could find so we 
are now able to give you the view online.  
Thanks Jeff and Grant.
   I mentioned at the general meeting that 
there are some administrative changes 
that are being reviewed regarding 
board member elections.  Our election 
Chairperson, Terry Carson, submitted 
suggestions for improving the election 
process.   Our board meeting coming up on 
July 10, 2010, at Fire Mountain Forge will 
include that discussion and subsequent 
action will be determined.  There are some 
bylaw sections that will be affected.  We 
will keep you informed.  You, as always, are 
invited to attend.
    The next conference we have to look 
forward to is the fall conference being held 
in Stevenson, Washington October 7th 
through October 10, 2010.  Ken Mermelstein 
and Mike Neely are the co-chairs of this 
event so we are looking forward to another 
great time in the Gorge.   This conference 
will have more focus on blade smithing 



The Summer Board Meeting will be held July 
10 at 10:00 am in the NWBA Archives building 
at 37010 Meridian East, Eatonville, WA.  Darryl 
Nelson will host.
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President’s letter, continued

Northwest Blacksmith Association 

2010  First Quarter Financial Report 

Beginning  Balance,, Jan. 1         $33,569.98 

In flow: 

 Dues        $8,239.25 
 Sales        $254.50 
 Conference Registration     $875.00 
 Library        $63.50 
 Refunds       $83.51 
 
   Total Income:       $9,515.76 

 

Outflow: 

 Printing/Publishing      $2,815.97 
 Conference       $7,200.11 
 Admin. Expenses      $985.57 
 Capital Equip.       $1,252.40 
 Pay Pal        $293.21 
 
   Total Expenses:       $12,547.26 

Ending Balance, April 1 2010:        $30,161.57 

Summer Board Meeting

with Jeffery Funk, and Tom Ferry as 
the main demonstrators, Mark Manley, 
Alan Flashing, Tom Dudkowski, and 
Larry Langdon in the hands on area 
with seminars by Wolfgang Rotbart and 
Berkely Tack.  We’ll have Open forge 
instruction Friday and Saturday, and Black 
Smoke Alley will be around as well.  Two 
new featured events that will be held 
at this conference are the Blade Sports 
International cutting competition and a 
tomahawk throwing competition.  This 
fall promises have all the excitement a 
blacksmith can want.  Plan to attend.  You 

are now able to register online through the 
website page.
   I look forward to seeing you this fall if not 
before.  Keep on hammerin ‘...

Bob Thomas
NWBA Board President
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Bob Race One of a kind...
1941 — 2010

Remembering Bob Race
        by Ina Culberson

 April 23, 2010 was a sad day 
for me.  While attending the 
NWBA Spring Conference in 
Mt. Vernon, I was informed that 
long-time NWBA member Bob 
Race had died the day before.  
“Oh No, it can’t be true; I have 
another project that I’m sure 
he’d like to do.”  He died the 
morning of April 22, 2010, at 
home with his wife Shirley and 
her daughter present.  He was 
69.
 Bob battled cancer for seven 
years, though he rarely spoke 
of it.  It was his manner—quiet, 
but when he spoke you listened 
for you knew what he had to 
say was important.  He didn’t 
like celebrating his birthday or 
being the center of attention.  
But he made a huge impact and 
lasting impression on the lives 
of people and organizations 
with which he shared his life, 
knowledge and skills.
   Susan Gawecki, a student of 
Bob’s and editor for the Fort 
Vancouver Trades Guild news-
letter, The Forge and Plane, 
wrote:  
 “The guild lost one of its 
founders and most stalwart 
members with the death of 
Bob Race.  Bob’s involvement 
with the guild spanned many 
years and included interpreta-
tion in both the blacksmith and 
carpenter shops.  His compre-

hensive knowledge of tools 
and materials was remarkable, 
overshadowed, perhaps, only 
by his discipline and devotion 
to perfecting his work.
 “Always patient with stu-
dents, Bob was exceedingly 
generous with his time and 
knowledge.  Bob could always 
be seen working with newcom-
ers at the area conferences, and 
at the fort forge. 
 “Bob’s interest in history 
contributed greatly to his in-
terpretation for visitors to Fort 
Vancouver.  He was a member 
of the Northwest Civil War 
Council and a regular par-
ticipant in their re-enactment 
events. He was a retired mem-
ber of the USDA Forest Service, 
where he worked as a photo-
grammetrist, making maps 
from aerial photographs.  One 
of his favorite Forest Service 
experiences was mapping Mt. 
St. Helen’s after the eruption in 
1980.  He always said that was 

something unbelievable to see 
from an airplane’s bird’s eye 
view.
 “Over the years, Bob shared 
his technical expertise in many 
articles for The Forge and Plane 
and served as editor of the 
newsletter in the early 1990s.  
We will miss Bob and will re-
member him fondly, with hu-
mor.”
 Dean Moxley, friend and 
NWBA member, reflected:  
“Bob Race was a pretty amaz-
ing person. He retired from a 
career as a cartographer for the 
government, and was an expert 
shot as a black powder hobbyist 
who also became a gunsmith. 
From there he became a very 
good blacksmith who gener-
ously donated his creations to 
the NWBA auctions. 
 “He was accomplished in 
using machinists’ tools, loved 
history, especially the Civil 
War, and participated in the 
re-enactment of it as a Yankee 

   Bob’s interest in history was reflected by this 18th Century 

Scottish Tirling Pin (door knocker) he made.  The photo and a 

detailed article on how to manufacture appeared in the second 

quarter 2009 Hot Iron News. 
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Northwest Blacksmith Association 

Spring 2010 Conference Report 

Conference Expenses: 

 Site & Equipment    $4,794.19 
 Banquet     $4,289.57 
 Printing/Publishing    $2,042.59 
 Demonstrators     $3,750.96 
 Hands On     $2,403.00 
     Expenses: $17,280.31 

Conference Income: 

 Registration     $14,655.00 
 Camping     $1,456.00 
 T-Shirts      $1,160.00 
 Donations     $349.50 

Income  $17,620.50 
 
 
  Expenses $17,280.31 
  Income     $17,620.50 
  Profit         $340.19 

Back Issues!
  Most previous issues of the Hot Iron News are available for 
purchase, depending on supply, at: www.blacksmith.org

Blacksmith. He volunteered 
for years at the Fort Vancou-
ver Blacksmith shop and then 
shifted over to the Wood-
working shop there.
 “He loved math and had 
memorized an untold num-
ber of formulas.  His ability to 
draw the steps in the mak-
ing of an object that was to 
be forged out of steel was at 
a professional level.  In later 
years the affects of a child-
hood illness caused his hands 
to shake. You could not tell 
this when you looked at his 
drawings or the objects he 
produced in his blacksmith 
shop.  He loved to share the 
knowledge and skills he had 
acquired, and was also a 
great listener.”
 An active and long-time 
member of the Northwest 
Blacksmith Association, 
Bob was both teacher and 
student.  He was an honest, 
heart-of-gold person always 
open to learning more and 
then, in turn, passing on his 
knowledge and skills to oth-
ers.  In 2008 the Association 
recognized and honored him 
with an NWBA Outstanding 
Service Award.  Bob will be 
remembered with fondness 
and gratitude.
 In keeping with Bob’s 
wishes, no formal memorial 
service is planned.

   The NWBA recognized Bob 

for the many years he was a 

devoted member.  He was pre-

sented the Outstanding Service 

Award at the 2008 Fall Con-

verence in Stevenson.  Here he 

stands with it while wearing a 

Civil War era union coat, em-

blamatic of his love of history, 

of re-enacting the Civil War 

where he often appeared as a 

Union blacksmith.  Mike Neely 

made the frame. 
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Old dog, new tricks...
let’s take another 
look at that adage.

An uninterrupted week to 
do nothing but blacksmith
 It all began with a trip to 
ABANA in Seattle followed 
by three blacksmithing 
courses at Series at Red Deer 
College, and a great time at 
the NWBA conference in 2008. 
Blacksmithing had me hooked! 
 It was at the CANIRON 
conference in Langford, B.C. 
that I first met Jake James. 
I was impressed with his 
skill and obvious talent, and 
promptly bought two small 
pieces and commissioned two 
more.  Imagine my surprise and 
delight when my wife gave me 
the best birthday present ever...a 
week working with Jake James!   
 In August 2009 we travelled 
to Jake’s forge in Sooke, B.C. 

by Brian Herrick
  photos by Donna Herrick

The plan was to construct a 4X5 
foot garden gate that would set 
into a fence on our property.  
   While Donna sped around 
the countryside in a rented 
convertible, I settled into Jake’s 
forge at the end of a lane in the 
most beautiful setting of old firs 
and cedars. I was armed with 
enthusiasm and a desire to learn 
all I could in one week...and 
a very symmetrical design for 
my gate.  By lunchtime on the 
first day, the design morphed 
into a prairie scene complete 
with heads of wheat, elevators 
and clouds.  This design was 
more in tune with my life. I am 
a welder by trade, and when 
I am not blacksmithing, I own 

   Even when resting Jake passes 
on tips.  Herrick, a welder by 
trade, said he learned something 
new in that field too.
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and run a fertilizer company 
in the middle of some of the 
best farmland in Alberta. Jake’s 
suggestions resulted in a design 
that reflected what I am so 
familiar with--agriculture. 
   Over the course of the 
week, Jake taught me many 
techniques (not the least 
of which was fire welding, 
something I had done before 
but never to such a degree...and 
without flux!): the formed right 
angle, rivets, hot punching, 
mortise and tenon, etc. We 
made a specific V-chisel to 
mark the heads of wheat which 
were drawn down from one-
inch square bar.  By the end of 
the week, the gate was done.  
On final inspection, Jake and 
I decided that the clouds and 
elevators muddled the design 
so we left them off — the design 
was perfect without them. 
   That old adage is wrong...
you can teach an old dog 
new tricks! I spent a week 
concentrating on blacksmithing, 
learning from one of the best 
smiths in North America, 

knowing that I wasn’t going to 
be interrupted by the everyday 
problems that come up at work. 
It was marvelous! 
 Jake is a master of his craft, 
and a patient teacher. (I learned 
very quickly the dangers of 
leaving a piece of iron in the fire 
too long!) He took me on for a 
week, not knowing how much 
I knew about blacksmithing. 
His enthusiasm for his craft is 
unbounded and he willingly 
shares everything he knows.  
   Back home in Lacombe, 
Alberta, harvest began 
in earnest. I traded my 
blacksmithing for long hours 
at work.  The Sooke gate is 
in storage until this summer 
when it will become part of 
that new fence. And every time 
I pass through the gate I will 
remember the week I spent with 
Jake James. 

   The 4x5 garden gate which Herrick and James designed to reflect his 
Alberta agricultural surroundings.

   Working under the watchful eye of the young master.

   I learned very 
quickly the dangers 
of leaving a piece of 
iron in the fire too 

long!
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 About 3 years ago, 
I went to Buenos Aires 
for the first time, and 
I fell in love with the 
City.
 I have ended up 
returning many times, 
and one of the reasons 
is the incredible 
richness of the ironwork 
there. The pizza is 
pretty good, too.
 In 1900, New York 
City was the largest, 
and most prosperous, 
city in all of North and 
South America. Buenos 
Aires was number 2.
 From 1880 to 1920, 
Argentina received a 
huge influx of European 
immigrants -- half of 
the entire country is 
of Italian descent. The 
economy was booming, 
the city grew, and 
virtually every building 
that was built had 
forged iron on it.
 There are thousands 
and thousands of 
houses, apartment 
buildings, and civic 

Buenos Aires Ironwork
Rich in culture, history...and it surrounds you

by Ries Niemi

structures, in styles ranging 
from French Provincial, to Art 
Noveau, to Art Deco, that were 
built in that time period. The 
city itself is around 4 million 
people, with about 10 million in 
the metropolitan area -- its not a 
small place. So there are a LOT 
of beautiful buildings there.

 Whenever I go there, I walk 
through neighborhoods, taking 
pictures of the ironwork.
 Most was done in large 
shops, using the most modern 
equipment of the time -- gas 
welding and power hammers 
were common in 1900 there.  

 The majority of the architects 
were trained in Europe, many 
from Italy, France, Belgium, and 
Spain, as were the blacksmiths.
So they were current on the 
latest trends in European 
design, certainly influenced by 
architects like Gaudi of Spain 
and Horta of Brussels.

   These gates are actually a service entrance — the front door to this building 
was much grander and about twelve feet tall.
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 The quality of the metalwork 
is universally very good. The 
range of styles is wide, even 
including some Spanish colonial 
work going back several 
hundred years. But the majority 
of it is from the early 20th 
century. 
 In addition to the thousands 
of houses and apartment 
buildings, there are two 
incredible cemeteries there, and 
each crypt is like a miniature 
palace, usually with wrought 
iron, stained glass, and marble. 
Some of these photos are from 
those crypts, in the Recoleta and 
Chacarita cemeteries.
 There are also many grand 
civic buildings. The Natural 
History Museum features 
bronze spider web grillwork 
over the front doors, along with 
lots more ornate metalwork 
throughout the building.
 You cannot walk more than 
a block or two in Buenos Aires, 
if you are a blacksmith, without 
stopping to admire some hand 
forged ironwork.
 For a variety of reasons, 
including economic, political, 
and geographic ones, there 
hasn’t been a lot of new 
development in most of the 
city, so they haven’t torn down 
very many of these wonderful 
structures, as they have in 
New York or Chicago. Even 
downtown, in the dense urban 
core, there are many 100-
year-old buildings virtually 
untouched. Most feature ornate 
stonework, fancy woodwork, 
and, of course, iron.
 There is also a continuous 
tradition of smaller scale 
metalwork -- jewelry, silver, 
engraving, and, of course, 

   A crypt in Chacarita Cemetery.  This probably dates from 1900 to 
1910.  Each family has to maintain their own crypt.  Some do, some 
don’t.

knives -- the Gauchos, the 
Argentinean cowboys, always 
carry a knife, and the knife-

making heritage there is strong. 
There seems to be a small 
revival in blacksmithing -- some 
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   The exterior of the Natural History 
Museum, a mixture of bronze, brass, 
and iron forgings. The brass spiders 
are about 2 feet tall. The grounds of 
the museum are home to a huge herd 
of wild cats, like the one posing here.

   These stair rails are also in the 
Natural History Museum -- they 
go up 4 stories, in two different 
stairwells, with the main spirals 
in the shape of snails.

restoration work, and the beginnings of an 
art blacksmith community, but I have not met 
many of them yet. I hope to, in the future, meet 
and visit local blacksmiths, although, like here, 
most live far from the center of the city. Finding 
them, and seeing their forges, is a goal for my 
future trips.
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Spring Conference brought 
Blacksmith Wizadry to 

Mount Vernon

   Feature Demonstrators Kirk Sullens and David 
Thompson played to large crowds at the NWBA Spring 
Conference this April in Mount Vernon.
   Sullens, whose speciality is representational art spe-
cializing in wildlife, made an octopus (seen here and on 
the cover).
   Thompson constructed a three-foot section of rail-
ing, an area in which he has developed a reputation for 
excellence and innovation.

   Sullens separates and bends the 

legs of his octopus, above and be-

low.  The finished creature stares at 

you, left.

   Sullens spent fifteen years at Bass Pro Shops/

Outdoor World where many of his animal forg-

ings can still be seen.



   The railing Thompson built at the conference, pictured 

here, was originally designed as a public art commission.  

David calls it an interesting Italian Renaissance strap 

work that he designed for the Weatherford Hall renova-

tion at Oregon State University.

   Jack Frost provided assistance for the demo.

   Thompson has been a mem-

ber of the NWBA since its 

beginnings thirty years ago.
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Let’s make some tamahagane
   David Lisch and Tom Ferry set up at the Spring Confer-
ence to make tamahagne Japanese steel for knives and 
swords.
   They started with natural hematite ore, which is around 
70% iron, added sand to create silica type flux and char-
coal.  Once the chimney got burning they added about two 
pounds of hematite to six pounds of charcoal and a small 
handful of sand to the top, continuing to add the same mix 
as the contents burned down.

    Ferry said that, while he 
and Lisch were not ex-
perts in this process, they 
were successful in creating 
about a five-pound bloom 
of high carbon steel before 
the blower inlet plugged 
up due to not enough blast.    
“Dave and I took the chunk 
and forged it into a bar of 
steel at midnight madness 
and it seems to be solid and 
high carbon due to the way 
it reacts under the hammer. 
I have not had it tested but 
it sparks like high carbon 

   Pieces of the bloom and 

steel which David Lisch 

and Tom Ferry made at 

the April conference.   The 

resulting steel, around 

1%, is similar to 1095 

high carbon steel.

   Note the equally high 

quality blacksmith finger-

tips with their fine, dark 

iron patina, appropriate 

scratches and cuts, and 

well-crafted scar on the 

lower right.

   

   Eventually the blower inlet 

plugged.  When efforts to keep it 

open by axe failed the chimney 

was toppled, the chunk of steel dug 

out.
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steel or maybe even cast. With numerous forging 
and folding steps, some of the carbon will burn off; 
and from past experience the carbon content usually 
ends up around 1% which is similar to 1095 high 
carbon steel.”

   Cutting the chunk of steel while still hot, 

Lisch on the hammer, Ferry holding the 

axe.  Holding the beginnings of a high-qual-

ity blade (above).

   Hands-on fly press classes were 

led by Gene and Gary Chapman.  

Pam Nickolisen prepares to roll 

down on a die.  The coat rach 

and candle holders at right were 

stamped and made in the class.
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   The always popular hands-on classes 

were packed, and packed with knowl-

edge.

   Patrick Maher, left, offered instruc-

tions on three-dimensional drawings 

for client proposals.  Ken Mermelstein, 

center left, makes a point while teacing 

forging of the classic “Bean” Door Latch.

   John Emmerling, lower left, drew a 

large crowd around his table as he dem-

onstrated Faux Finishing techniques.

   Below Paul Thorne explaining chisels 

as Lee Schuirman, Harold Heia and oth-

ers listen intently.

   Other hands-on classes included forging 

a fire poker out of flat bar, led by Wayne 

Lewis; forging a pair of flat jaw tongs un-

der the direction of Tim Middaugh, and 

Chad Heiserman teaching twisting and 

forging angle iron used for the back plate 

of a wall mount coat rack.
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Spring 
Conference 

Gallery

“Wolf Calls the Clan”

Dean Mook

Four towel bars or door 
pulls, depending on 
how you use them

Ries Niemi

Lamp from Joe Elliott’s lighting 
class at Meridian Forge

Bruce Crittenden

“Morning Commute”

Andy Blakney

“Hansel & Gretel”

Lisa Geertsen
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 ‘Jesus, The Good Shepherd ‘  
cut paper craft handiwork

Hwa Sarver  ‘Little Man ‘

Jeff Holtby

Tomahawk
  Starting material S5 
jack hammer bit

Steve Frey
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Andirons

Jorgen Harle

 ‘Life Cycle   ‘

Jerry Nielsen
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John Huffstutter

Deer bone and pewter 
handle knife

Martin Brandt

Scribe, pounded out of 
a sliver of railroad rail

Jim Von Mosch

“Fluer de lis”
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House

Both by
  Patrick Maher

Pyramid
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Gate

Jeff Holtby, Jorgen 
Harle, Jake James

Photo by Bill Ruth

Ken Williams

Lamps
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by Lauren Osmolski with thanks to Craig at Central 
Welding (Fourth Ave. S.) and Nancy Woods from Seattle 
Public Utilities for their contributions to this article.

Compressed Gas Cylinder Safety Tips

 It comes as no surprise 
that safety should always be 
a top concern when using 
compressed gases. What may 
be surprising to learn, is that 
almost all accidents involving 
compressed gases initially 
result from not following 
established methods for 
the safe handling and 
transportation of compressed 
gas cylinders (really? do tell). 
What is even more surprising 
is that they will let any yahoo 
buy compressed gases.

1. Gear
Always wear the proper personal protective equipment (PPE), 
including safety glasses, gloves and hard-toed shoes when 
working around or with compressed gas cylinders.
Never try to catch a cylinder that is falling, no matter how 
confident you may be in your ability to stop it. It often is a natural 
reflex to attempt the save, but the risk of injury far outweighs the 
potential damage to the equipment.

Hoses take a beating, do you remember the last time you inspected 
yours for damage? Using soapy water, check all connections for 
leaks as well as the entire length of your lines.

Despite the perceived inconvenience, regulators should be backed 
off after the day’s usage and the lines bled. When you are dialing 
in the diaphragm on the regulator be aware of your body position 
in relation to the dial, they have been known to become projectiles. 

2. Transport
Do not move a cylinder by its attached regulator or 
attempt to drag it by the cap.

When moving cylinders, do not move them with oily 
hands or gloves. 
This is very important when moving oxidizers, as they 
could react violently with the oil or grease if it comes into 
direct contact with the valve.

It also is unwise to move cylinders by laying them down 
and rolling them, as this subjects the cylinder to side-wall 
damage. Instead, move the cylinder using an approved 
cylinder cart and ensure that the cylinder is strapped on 
securely.

Never ever attempt to use an acetylene tank laying on it’s 
side. This is extremely dangerous.
Avoid laying acetylene cylinders on their side for  
transport.  If you have laid the cylinder  in a horizontal 
position, do not use it for two to three hours. The 
contents are liquid soaking in pumice which requires 
time to settle back down into the rock so the contents are 
released as a gas through your line instead of liquid.
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Blacksmith Wars II
The Mentoring Begins...

Yes, that’s right.  Blacksmith Wars is coming back for the NWBA Spring Conference at 
Mount Vernon, Washington.  New project, new rules, unlimited number of teams and a chance 

for EVERYONE to join a team!

	 NO POWER TOOLS
SIX MONTHS TO PLAN YOUR PROJECT

Item to be forged announced at Fall Conference

SUPPLY YOUR OWN MATERIALS/TOOLS
WORK WITH TWO “VOLUNTEERS”
Chosen in a random drawing from the “Volunteer Jar”

Don’t miss your chance to be a part of blacksmith history!

Regisration begins October 8, 2010
Questions?  Ask Mike - rivercityforge@iinet.com

Secure cylinders upright so that they cannot 
move, even when traveling in a truck. Chains 
are the best way to do this, as straps and table 
clamps often fail due to improper use and set-up. 
Fasten restraints on the upper half of the cylinder, 
above the center of gravity, as well as the bottom 
approximately 8 inches to 1 foot from the base. 
Do not transport cylinders in the trunk of your 
car.

Check the purchase order to ensure that you are 
not receiving cylinders that contain incorrect 
contents. The distributor should collect any 
incorrect cylinders immediately.

3. Storage
Securely attach protective valve caps on cylinders 
when idle or in transport. Many cylinders contain 
pressures in excess of 2,000 psi. A broken valve 
resulting from a falling cylinder is all it takes for 
the cylinder to become an unguided missile.

Only have your acetylene and one oxygen tank 
stored next to each other for use. Any other back 
up tanks of oxygen should be stored and secured 
well away from the acetylene.

Never heat a cylinder. If a cylinder is stuck in ice, 
use hand tools to carefully chip away at the ice, 
making sure the hand tools never come in direct 
contact with the frozen cylinder.

When inspecting compressed gas cylinders, look 
for burn marks, dents or corrosion, and check 
to see if the valve cap is attached and that the 
contents are properly labeled by name. 

Once the cylinder cap is removed, always inspect 
the valve for odors, visible plumes or hissing 
sounds. If you detect any of these, take the 
cylinder outside to a well-ventilated area and 
have your vendor pick it up.

Never force a cylinder valve open. Only use your 
gloved hands to open and close the valve on the 
regulator.

Store cylinders in a fire-resistant area that is 
well ventilated, cool (less than 125 F) and dry. 
A fire extinguisher should be available where 
compressed gases are stored, and have an 
emergency response and evacuation plan in place 
in the event of a fire.
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Directions for Anacrostic puzzle

Using the definitions, fill the words into the spaces provided. Then transfer the letters from the words into the 
corresponding numbered places in the diagram. It is not necessary to know more than a few words to begin 
solving. Work back and forth from diagram to word spaces until both are filled in. A black square denotes the 
end of a word. Your completed diagram will yield a quotation; the first letter of each word reading down, will 
spell the author and the work quoted.

	

1	 Q 2										D 3									M 4										F 5									N 6          Y 7										U 8										D 9									O

10								R 11								V 12									J 13								L 14								B 15								Q 16       W 17        A 18								D
					
		

19								Z 20								B

21								P 22								X 23      AA 24								Q 25								F 26								S 27								S 28        W 29									J 30									F 31	 D

	
32								F	 33								F 34								Z 35								L 36        Y 37								O 38								H 39        Y 40								C 41								E 42								E

43	 H 44								K 45								H 46      AA 47								Z 48								B 49								O 50        A 51								P 52								H

53	 N 54								V 55								R 56        Y 57								Z 58								D 59								
O60					

60								K 61								D ___ 62								Q

63	 K 64								H 65								D 66								L 67								
B68

68      AA  69        T 70        W 71								U 72								Z

73	 F 74								O 75								D 76								M 77								J 78        T 79								J 80								D 81								L 82								N 83        I

84 I 85								R 86     AA 87								J 88								K 89								N 90								E 91								P 92        I 93								G 94								F

95								G 96	 D 97								K 98								X 99								S 100						F 101						B 102						U 103						G 104  AA 105      T 106      A

107						F 108  AA 109      T 110						D 111						V 112						F 113     W 114					M 115						X

116						S 117						D 118						O 119      I 120						U 121						H 122     W 123						F 124						D 125						C 126						K

127	 U 128						N 129						E 130						G 131						Z 132						E 133						V 134						F 135						J 136						D 137						X 138					M

139      I 140						B 141						R 142      Y 143						C 144						O 145      W 146      A 147						D 148  AA

149						Q 150						H 151						U 152						V 153						U 154					U 155						Z

Title & Author on page (List page)       Quotation on page (List page)

A. hopeful dream ___ ___ ___ ___          
	 																			146					50						106						17	

B. one who searches the internet  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___           
	 	 																																	20						48						67					101			140						14																																		

C. unusual  ___ ___ ___           
																							40						125					143

D. Eddie Murphy character, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  
___ ___ ___ 			 	 	 		124				96							31							58						96						65									2					147						110					80					18								58			 	

		75					136						61	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																																																	

E. affectionate name for parent  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___      
																																																																41							90					132						42					129		

F. introduction___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___     
																															134						30					100						73						25							94						33						107							4							32						123					112

G. elaborate___ ___ ___ ___          
																								103						93						95						130

H. have contempt for ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___      
																																															45							52							150					38						43							64						121

I. faint aroma  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																	83						119						84					139						92

J. dull, not shining ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																																											79						87							29							12						135				77

K. bald, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																				60						97						63							88					126							44

L. uninteresting ___ ___ ___ ___          
																																			66							13						81						35

M. reflection of sound ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																																	114					138					76							3

N. gives encouragement ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																																																						89					82									5						128					53

O. job site ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																				59						74								9						144					118					37

P. competent ___ ___ ___          
																												91					21					51

Q. joins together ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																			149						15							1							62							24

R. without feeling ___ ___ ___ ___                  		 	
																																							85						141						10					55

S. tropical wading bird ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																																				99						26					116					27

T. reverence ___ ___ ___ ___          
																											78							69						105				109

U. holder for poultry products, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___    
																																																																																										153					151				102					71						127				154							7						120

V. join ___ ___ ___ ___ ___          
													111					54						133				152					11

W. cling to ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																				70						145						28					122						16					113

X. a sharp twist ___ ___ ___ ___          
																																		98							137						22					115

Y. snow shelters ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																			142						39							36						49							56							6

Z. disobedient ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																															19					34					57							47							72						155				131

AA. old men ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
																													86							23					108					68							104				148					46

Blacksmith Anacrostic

   Carol Gehlsen sent us this anacrostic some time back.  We kept moving its publication date to ac-
commodate all the pages devoted to the thirtieth anniversary publications.  With the extended 
gloomy northwest spring here’s a few minutes, or hours, diversion to take your mind off the weather.  
Thanks, Carol.  Answer on page 37. (Don’t be lookin’ now ‘til you got her all figured out.)

Anacrostic Word Clues
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Directions for Anacrostic puzzle

Using the definitions, fill the words into the spaces provided. Then transfer the letters from the words into the 
corresponding numbered places in the diagram. It is not necessary to know more than a few words to begin 
solving. Work back and forth from diagram to word spaces until both are filled in. A black square denotes the 
end of a word. Your completed diagram will yield a quotation; the first letter of each word reading down, will 
spell the author and the work quoted.

	

1	 Q 2										D 3									M 4										F 5									N 6          Y 7										U 8										D 9									O

10								R 11								V 12									J 13								L 14								B 15								Q 16       W 17        A 18								D
					
		

19								Z 20								B

21								P 22								X 23      AA 24								Q 25								F 26								S 27								S 28        W 29									J 30									F 31	 D

	
32								F	 33								F 34								Z 35								L 36        Y 37								O 38								H 39        Y 40								C 41								E 42								E

43	 H 44								K 45								H 46      AA 47								Z 48								B 49								O 50        A 51								P 52								H

53	 N 54								V 55								R 56        Y 57								Z 58								D 59								
O60					

60								K 61								D ___ 62								Q

63	 K 64								H 65								D 66								L 67								
B68

68      AA  69        T 70        W 71								U 72								Z

73	 F 74								O 75								D 76								M 77								J 78        T 79								J 80								D 81								L 82								N 83        I

84 I 85								R 86     AA 87								J 88								K 89								N 90								E 91								P 92        I 93								G 94								F

95								G 96	 D 97								K 98								X 99								S 100						F 101						B 102						U 103						G 104  AA 105      T 106      A

107						F 108  AA 109      T 110						D 111						V 112						F 113     W 114					M 115						X

116						S 117						D 118						O 119      I 120						U 121						H 122     W 123						F 124						D 125						C 126						K

127	 U 128						N 129						E 130						G 131						Z 132						E 133						V 134						F 135						J 136						D 137						X 138					M

139      I 140						B 141						R 142      Y 143						C 144						O 145      W 146      A 147						D 148  AA

149						Q 150						H 151						U 152						V 153						U 154					U 155						Z

Title & Author on page (List page)       Quotation on page (List page)

A. hopeful dream ___ ___ ___ ___          
	 																			146					50						106						17	

B. one who searches the internet  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___           
	 	 																																	20						48						67					101			140						14																																		

C. unusual  ___ ___ ___           
																							40						125					143

D. Eddie Murphy character, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  
___ ___ ___ 			 	 	 		124				96							31							58						96						65									2					147						110					80					18								58			 	

		75					136						61	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																																																	

E. affectionate name for parent  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___      
																																																																41							90					132						42					129		

F. introduction___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___     
																															134						30					100						73						25							94						33						107							4							32						123					112

G. elaborate___ ___ ___ ___          
																								103						93						95						130

H. have contempt for ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___      
																																															45							52							150					38						43							64						121

I. faint aroma  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																	83						119						84					139						92

J. dull, not shining ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																																											79						87							29							12						135				77

K. bald, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																				60						97						63							88					126							44

L. uninteresting ___ ___ ___ ___          
																																			66							13						81						35

M. reflection of sound ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																																	114					138					76							3

N. gives encouragement ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																																																						89					82									5						128					53

O. job site ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																				59						74								9						144					118					37

P. competent ___ ___ ___          
																												91					21					51

Q. joins together ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																			149						15							1							62							24

R. without feeling ___ ___ ___ ___                  		 	
																																							85						141						10					55

S. tropical wading bird ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																																				99						26					116					27

T. reverence ___ ___ ___ ___          
																											78							69						105				109

U. holder for poultry products, 2 words ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___    
																																																																																										153					151				102					71						127				154							7						120

V. join ___ ___ ___ ___ ___          
													111					54						133				152					11

W. cling to ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																				70						145						28					122						16					113

X. a sharp twist ___ ___ ___ ___          
																																		98							137						22					115

Y. snow shelters ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___         
																																			142						39							36						49							56							6

Z. disobedient ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___        
																															19					34					57							47							72						155				131

AA. old men ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
																													86							23					108					68							104				148					46

Blacksmith Anacrostic

   Carol Gehlsen sent us this anacrostic some time back.  We kept moving its publication date to ac-
commodate all the pages devoted to the thirtieth anniversary publications.  With the extended 
gloomy northwest spring here’s a few minutes, or hours, diversion to take your mind off the weather.  
Thanks, Carol.  Answer on page 37. (Don’t be lookin’ now ‘til you got her all figured out.)

Anacrostic Word Clues
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Why does molasses 
remove rust?

(reprint from New England Blacksmiths, 
November 2009)

QUESTION: 
 I have a friend who uses molasses to 

clean rust off old iron items collected from 
the bush.  The rusty iron article is placed in 
a jar of molasses solution (nine parts water, 
one part molasses) and left for two weeks.  
After this time, the article comes out clean 
and almost shiny.  What is happening here?

ANSWER:  
Molasses contains chelating agents.  

These are made of molecules that are 
shaped a bit like the claws of a crab—the 
word chelating comes directly from the 
Latin word chele, meaning claw.  They can 
develop metal atoms on the surface of an 
object, trapping them and removing them.  
Molasses owes its properties to cyclic 
hydroxamic acids, which are powerful 
chelators of iron.  More of these compounds 
are found if the molasses is derived from 
sugar beet rather than cane sugar.  The 
plants from which molasses is made 
presumably use these chelating agents to 
help them extract minerals from the soil.

Interestingly, there are aerobic micro-
organisms that use similar cyclic hydroxamic 
acids to scavenge iron.  So plants and microbes 
appear to use the same chelation strategy to 
obtain their daily ration of iron.  The same 
process is at work when you clean old coins with 
Vegemite or cola.  The power of chelating agents 
also explains why the insides of tomato tins need 
to be lacquered.  The citric acid in the tomatoes 
would dissolve the metal of the container if the 
lacquer were not present.  

Household cleaning agents, especially 
detergents and shampoos, also rely on chelation.  
These soften water to make it more effective 
during the cleaning process.  Chelation has its 

uses in medicine too.  EDTA or ethylenediamine 
tetra acetic acid is used as a chelating agent to 
control levels of calcium in the body and can 
reduce the effects of mercury or lead poisoning.

  Ben Selinger, Dept. of Chemistry,   
  Australian National University
  Bill Alleman, Tavern Village Forge,  
  Australia
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Announcements

   Studio 4 Forging Facility 
LLC  will be offering 
blacksmithing and blade 
forging classes starting this fall. 
Featured knife makers such 
as  Master Smiths Tom Ferry, 
Mike Vagnino of CA and 
Jason Knight of SC, will be 
teaching courses, as well as 
various Pacific NW blacksmiths 
you know and love. For more 
information contact us at 3600 E 
Marginal Way S. #4 Seattle WA 
98134  or info@davidlisch.com.  

Blacksmithing and 
blade forging classes

   ABANA is currently accepting 

ABANA 2010 Board 
of Directors seeking 
candidates

 Meridian Forge is located in 
Southeast rural Pierce  County, 
23 miles south of Puyallup, WA, 
on Hwy  161(Meridian) 5 miles 
north of Eatonville, WA.  
 The  facility offers on-site 
camping, with motel and res-
turants  in nearby Eatonville.
 Meridian Forge was de-

September classes at 
Meridian Forge

signed to maximize the stu-
dents’  time spent on the project 
at hand.  Small  classes,(limited 
to 8), individual workstations, 
and all  specialty tools provid-
ed.  We offer a variety of sub-
ject  matter, including Animal 
Heads, Garden Gates, Coffee  
Tables, and Door Hardware.  
Custom Classes are also  avail-
able on request, with a mini-
mum of 6 students, you  may 
design a class covering your 
particular interests.  
 Standard Class Fee:$350    

Garden Gate Class Fee $475  
UPCOMING CLASSES 

for 2010  
•LIGHTING CLASS with Joe 
Elliott September 10-12.     
•GARDEN GATE W/ Darryl 
NelsonSeptember 17-19/ $475 
– limited to 5 students            
 All classes have a $100 non-
refundable deposit  To regi-
star Contact Darryl Nelson at 
360-832-6280  Or firemtforge@
hotmail.com   

candidates for  Board of 
Directors elections.  If you are 
interested in serving on the 
Board of Directors, the term 
of office is three years.  We are 
seeking to fill five positions.   
The duties of a Board Member 
require a minimum of one 
hour daily or four hours per 
week participating online 
in the discussion of Board 
business.  Because much 
of the work accomplished 
by Board Members  is 
done over the Internet, it is 
essential that candidates have 
computer equipment and 
skills necessary to participate 
in online discussions.  Good 
organizational skills are also 
essential.  REMEMBER, a seat 
on the Board of Directors is 
NOT limited to professional
blacksmiths.
   To apply, and to get a list 
of the necessary criteria for 
application, please contact:
 George B. Matthews
 Chairman, Election and 
Nomination Committee,
 PO Box 25, Saluda, NC 
28773, Home 828-749-2346, Cell 
828-243-6579
vlgsmithy828@msn.com 

Quotation:        W. Goddard (The) Wonder of Knifemaking

 I do most of my quenching in a substance called Goddards Goo.
It is about one-third of each of the following: paraffin, cooking grease from
the kitchen and dirty hydraulic fluid. It works great.         

a.  Wish
b.  Google
c.   Odd
d.   Doctor Doolittle
e.   Daddy
f. Announcement
g. Rich

h. Disdain
i. Whiff
j. Opaque
k. No hair
l. Dull
m. Echo
n. Roots

o. Office
p. Fit
q. Knits
r. Numb
s. Ibis
t. Fear
u. Egg crate

v. Marry
w. Attach
x. Kink
y. Igloos
z. Naughty
aa. Gaffers

Anacrostic 
Answer
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Announcements

French smithing 
student seeks 
position
   Hello, my name’s Romain and 
I’m 22 years old and I’m French. 
I’m not really a blacksmith, 
in my job I make gate, railing, 
doors and a lot of things with 
steel and stainless.
   I tavel in my country to learn 
my job in many factory. I’m 
learning blacksmithing because 
I’m in a factory which works 
for the castele and the old 
monuments in Paris.
   At the end of september I 
will go to the Canada for one 
year and I’m looking for a job. 
I’m not a good blacksmith for 
the moment but I’m training 
to become it and I progress 
quickly. 
   So if you’re interrested to have 
a man like me in you’re factory, 
or if you know someone who 
like to engage me for one year 
or more please contact me. 
I can send you by email some 
photo or sample of what I 
do and if you want a piece 
particularly I can make it to 
show you how i work.
 I’m sorry if my English is not 
perfect but I have writen it 
alone to show you how I really 
speak English.
   Thank you to answer me 
please. bye            
           Romain Lartillot
 romain.lartillot@hotmail.fr

Wilson producing world map of 
blacksmiths.  Are you on it?
   A “World Map of Black-
smiths” has been produced by 
Ryan Wilson and you can gain 
access at the NWBA website, 
blacksmith.org.
   Using Google Maps as a base 
Wilson has begun the process 
of listing all the world’s black-
smiths by placing pin tags that 
coordinate with a separate list-
ing. 
   NWBA Web Services Director 

Grant Sarver has set up a list-
ing mechanism which you can 
use at the association’s website.  
By following the steps outlined 
there you can list your forge 
and/or name and contact infor-
mation.
   The map will bring smiths 
from around the world to the 
NWBA site as well as bringing 
the world community of black-
smiths closer together.



Classifieds
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Hot Iron News
Classifieds are free to NWBA 

members.  All others 
$10 pre-paid.  Classified ads are 
pulled after two editions unless 

othewise notified.

DEADLINES
Feb. 19, June 4, July 30, Nov. 8  

Please send all materials 
to:  nwbainfo@gmail.com or 
US mail to Lauren Osmolski, 
PO  Box 84593, Seattle, WA 

98134

Two 200 Lb. Anvils
     For sale:  Two 200 lb. anvils.  
A Peter Wright and a Trenton.  
$600 each.  Bill Miller, 360-273-
6971                                             2

			 For Sale:  Acorn Block, 5’ x 5’ 
with 2 inch holes, 4 1/2 inches 
thick, no table.  Can deliver for 
expenses.  $1,300.00.
Jamie McGuire, Salkum, WA  
360-985-7362 evenings 7-10 PM.

Acorn Block

From the editor

Big Blue 110 lb pneumatic 
forging hammer with 4 sets 
of S7 steel quick change dies 
- flat, combo, aggressive 
fullering, and free form 

sculpting. Hammer has new 
air cylinder and is in perfect 
working order.  Is currently 
hooked up in my studio if you 
want to see it run. Can load into 
your vehicle.  $4000
Contact Mike Suri at 503-914-
9335.                                              4

Large, heavy-duty metal 
tumbler with 2hp thermal 
overload protected 110v electric 
motor. Drum is 39.5” wide 36” 
flat to flat. Works great, needs 
new belt. Can load into your 
vehicle. $700
Contact Mike Suri at 503-914-
9335.                                             4

Big Blue Hammer

Heavy Duty Tumbler

   
   A couple things you might want to take a 
second look at in case you breezed through the 
announcements without reading too closely.
   The annual Blacksmith Swapmeet is on sched-
ule for July 17.  It really is a place to trade stuff 
you don’t want for stuff other smiths don’t want.  
Sounds odd but everyone always leaves happy, 
figuring they got the best deal.
   Take a look at the world map of blacksmiths 
that Ryan Wilson is putting together.  Web Di-
rector Grant Sarver has helped get access set up 
through our website, blacksmith.org, and I ex-
pect Ryan’s dad, Jeff, was helpful in this project 
also.  Only problem I foresee will come when the 

listing gets up to a couple thousand.  Not a lot of 
room for all those pins.
   My Bob Race memory:  Couple conferences 
back he taught a class on making a spork, an 
eating utensil that combined a fork at one end, 
spoon at the other.  I commented on what a neat 
tool it was.  Two weeks later a couple showed up 
in my mailbox.  Thanks, Bob.  I’ve already taken 
them on a camping trip, leaving my trail bud-
dies suitably impressed.  
   Jim Almy
  1531 N. Prospect St
  Tacoma, WA 98406
  253-310-6364,  
  jma66mn@thewiredcity.net 
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